
Hello all - Happy Christmas 2018, and Happy New Year, and other holidays  
What was my year like? Family first – as most often in mind even if this letter is ME, ME, ME  
 

Donal – He left China in July, so he, Xin Yan and Louis and Ali 
are at last all together in the same house in Palmerston 
North, New Zealand. They have a super shop Totally Fresh so 
everyone eats lots of fruit and vegetables, and the boys, now 
11, are thriving at Whakarongo School, but do help out in 
the shop as it is open 7 days. Donal still teaches English , a 
bit at Massey University, and in his own company Crawford 
International Education. I was in NZ last January and 
February, miss the boys terribly now, and although Facetime 

operates it is nothing like being with them at the beach or making soup together with some of 
those vegetables. I even got to like playing Monopoly and Cluedo (during no more i-pad time). 
 
Callum – Although I live mostly on the same small island as he and Wendy and Fiona, Ruby and 
Rory, it is a delight when I happen to see them, often feels like half the soccer team present at 
the same time. Callum and Wendy are non-stop working wonderful parents keeping bodies and 
souls together. Fiona is in her last year at school, driving her 
own car and at the moment missing boyfriend Riley who is in 
Florida for the winter, Ruby at 16 and all her close-knit friends 
follow close behind, growing up. She, with Michaela, Moira 
and Charlotte went by themselves to Prague during Easter 
Break. Rory is 14, tallest girl, full of generosity and spirit, one of 
the summer highlights was when visiting sister Irene and I 
played tennis with her and her friend Chloe. All three girls are 
athletes, and all three are now on the varsity sports teams, 
basketball and soccer. Callum is one of the soccer coaches, so when the BI Hurricanes won the 
Coastal League with a great season, it seemed a bit like a Crawford takeover.   
 
Neill – in Edinburgh, I spent March there and also two weeks in September, lots of meals 
together and walk around the city. Other family, my sisters Irene and Veronica, find it hard to 
think that I have not actually seen Veronica this year at all as we talk so often on Facetime. 
Irene came out to BI in July, tennis, walking, swimming, cycling, and a great visit from her son 
Mike and his partner Meg plus her aunt and uncle. Have not seen niece Claire this year, again 
thanks to the technology I know that she and Steven, Esme and Gabriel are in good shape. 
 
For me, two highlights different from last year. In April, friend Molly and I went for ten days to 
Arizona. On the road, incredibly varied terrain, lots of walking, Tucson, Sedona, Flagstaff, 
Canyons, Cactus, Painted desert, Petrified forest, unexpected and unforgettable. Back on Block 
Island, I went with a little curiosity to the Memoir group run by terrific teacher Beth Taylor. I 
was enthralled by the universality and interest in the stories others read, especially Faye, Janet 
and Meena, so I took up memoir writing. Watch this space (if you are in it, I will let you edit).  
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